Support Open Source via new Patreon Levels and Rewards

We are excited to release our new patreon levels and rewards over at Patreon!

At Ortus Solutions we are known for building open source projects for the ColdFusion (CFML) community such as ColdBox, CommandBox, ContentBox Modular CMS, ForgeBox and many more. All of those products are licensed under the Apache 2 license and are completely FREE to use and extend.

However, the amount of effort needed to maintain and develop new features for
all projects is not sustainable without proper financial backing. This is where you can come in and help support Ortus Open Source Software by pledging on Patreon. We have completely revamped all our patreon levels and refreshed all the rewards for those that share and give!

In a recent study done by Harvard University, it was proven that the act of giving and generosity would ensue happiness! Don't believe me, check this article out: https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2008/04/money-spent-on-others-can-buy-happiness/. So actually supporting our Open Source Initiatives will bring you happiness!

If you run a business and are using Ortus Open Source software in a revenue generating product or service, it makes sense to sponsor Ortus Open Source Software development: it ensures the project that your product/services use stays healthy and actively maintained. If you are an individual user and have enjoyed the productivity of our Open Source Software tools, consider donating as a sign of appreciation.

BECOME A PATRON

Ortus Solutions is the company behind many professional open source projects for the ColdFusion (CFML) community. Your patronage would help fund the continuous development of every open source project, our podcasts and will also help sponsor the cloud server infrastructure to power ForgeBox.io, the software package repository for ColdFusion (CFML).

patreon.com/ortussolutions

YOUNGLING

- $10+/mo
- Your name or company name will
MATURE YOUNGLING
$50+/mo
Your name or company name with a gravatar will be put at the top of the Ortus sponsors page with a link to your site or social media.

PADAWAN
$100+/mo
YOUNGLING +
Get 10% off any of our services, training and commercial products.

JEDI KNIGHT
$250+/mo
PADAWAN +
1 FREE ticket to the INTO The Box Conference,
Access to a special Slack Channel in our box team occupied by Luis Majano and core Ortus Developers.

JEDI MASTER
$500+/mo
JEDI KNIGHT +
Your name or company name with a logo will be immortalized at the TOP of the official Ortus sponsors page with a 50 word description, and link to your site or social media.
JEDI COMMANDER
$1000+/mo

JEDI MASTER +
Your name or company name with a logo will be immortalized at the TOP of the official Ortus sponsors page with a 150 word description, and link to your site or social media.

+1 FREE ticket (total of 3) to the Into The Box Conference

15% off any of our services, training and commercial products,

Get added to the podcasts web page as sponsors

Get automatically included as a "Bronze Sponsor" of every Into The Box conference.

One 30 minute video chat with Luis Majano per month with your company's developers.

JEDI OVERLORD
$2500+/mo

JEDI COMMANDER +
Your name or company name with a logo will be immortalized at the TOP of the official Ortus sponsors page and a dedicated page discussing your company's products and services will be created.

+2 FREE ticket (total of 5) to the Into The Box Conference

One 60 minute video chat with Luis Majano per month with your company's developers and SoapBox

patreon.com/ortussolutions